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Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

J.R.R. Tolkien Day – Tolkien was a brilliant philologist and a fascinating person. Fluent in 35 
ancient and modern languages, he also invented dozens of fictional languages for his stories and 
poems, even going so far as to build many dialects within those languages! The runes below are 
inspired by Dwarven writing used in Tolkien’s “The Hobbit” and, when decoded, reveal one of the 
many inspirational messages adapted into “The Lord of the Rings” motion picture trilogy.
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January 3  |  
J.R.R. Tolkien Day
Travelers Inland Marine coverage can protect 
your business property in transit across Middle 
Earth. Hopefully, it’s not a precious shipment 
of rings that gets lost for hundreds of years in 
the Misty Mountains or is stolen by an uppity 
hobbit adventurer.JAN



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

National Technology Day – A computer network is an essential part of any office environment. 
Installing a server rack can be tricky. Since proper cable management is key, businesses often rely 
on tech companies to get them set up correctly. Can you help the installer run Ethernet cable from 
the server room to the access point at the end of this maze-like building?
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2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

National
Technology 

Day

Show and Tell 
at Work Day

National 
Tempura Day

National
Word Nerd 

Day

Cut Your 
Energy Costs 

Day
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January 6  |  
National Technology Day
Remember your life before cellphones and 
smartphones? Ever-changing technology 
has shaped and impacted all aspects of 
our daily lives. As a leading insurer of the 
tech industry, Travelers understands, and 
is prepared for, a unique and continuously 
evolving risk landscape.JAN



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Make Your Dream Come True Day – Studies have found that we have 4 to 5 dreams per night, 
but we remember very few of them. See if you can answer these trivia questions about the science 
of sleep and dreams without looking up the answers!

The scientific study of dreams is called:
 T Polysomnography
 T Ornithology
 T Oneirology
 T Inceptionology

The medical term for sleepwalking is called:
 T Somnambulism
 T Onychophagia
 T Ambulatory Insomnia
 T Caligari Syndrome

Which part of the brain controls your 
circadian rhythm, encouraging you to 
sleep and wake in a regular cycle?
 T Cerebrum
 T Hypothalamus
 T Temporal Lobe
 T Clock Cortex

Which hormone associates darkness 
with sleep onset?
 T Relaxin
 T Serotonin
 T Melatonin
 T Nyctolin

Which of these can you not do in   
your dreams?
 T Read written words
 T Tell time on a clock
 T Meet a stranger
 T All of the above
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January 13  |  Make Your 
Dream Come True Day
This holiday speaks to those enthusiastic 
business owners with big ideas that are 
starting small. Achieving their dreams of 
growing a successful business can be a long 
and challenging road. Luckily, you can help 
protect their livelihood with tailored coverage 
to fit their needs.JAN



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

1. Pale Lager  2. Stout/Porter  3. Märzen  4. Pilsner  5. Hefeweizen/Witbier  6. Barleywine  
7. Brown Ale  8. Berliner Weisse  9. Saison/Farmhouse Ale  10. India Pale Ale

Beer Can Appreciation Day – With over 100 styles recognized by the Brewers Association,  
beer production is extremely nuanced, yielding a wide variety of flavors that can accentuate 
almost any meal. Can you match some of the most common beer styles to their description   
and ideal food pairings?

_____ Named for its color, it has minimal hop flavor 
with roasted caramel and toffee characteristics. 
Entrée pairing: Roast duck or pork, rare steak. 
Cheese: Gouda or Cheshire.  

_____ Hoppy flavor with piney or citrusy notes, 
often with a high alcohol content. Entrée pairing: 
Mexican cuisine, curry dishes, fatty meats 
like sausage or rib-eye steak, root vegetables. 
Cheese: Sharp cheddar.  

_____ The most produced and consumed beer 
domestically. Light, refreshing, slightly hoppy. 
Entrée pairing: Pad thai, sushi, tuna, noodle dishes. 
Cheese: Brick or Colby. 

_____ Fermented with yeast and lactic acid.  
Quite sour and cloudy with a low alcohol 
content. Entrée pairing: Best with salty, greasy 
foods like fried chicken or fish, french fries and 
bacon. Cheese: Humboldt Fog. 

_____ The darkest beer, made with roasted 
barley. Has strong notes of coffee, chocolate 
and molasses. Entrée pairing: Szechuan dishes, 
blackened fish, rich stews, very sweet desserts. 
Cheese: Dubliner cheddar and Gruyère.

_____ More tradition than actual style, it is often 
highly carbonated, fruity, slightly tart and dry. Entrée 
pairing: Oysters, mussels, grilled red meat and fish, 
asparagus. Cheese: Goat cheese and Asiago. 

_____ A seasonal beer also known as Oktoberfest. 
Copper colored with a strong malty flavor. Entrée 
pairing: Grilled pork chops, baked ham, food with 
tomato sauce (pasta or pizza). Cheese: Blue cheese. 

_____ Light in color and flavor. Slowly matured with 
bottom-fermenting yeast at cold temperatures. 
Entrée pairing: Grilled chicken, fried fish and buffalo 
wings. Cheese: Mild cheeses like havarti.  

_____ Intense and complex. Often sweet and 
fruity with a high alcohol content. Entrée pairing: 
Overpowers most main dishes, so it’s best  
paired with rich desserts like bread pudding.  
Cheese: Pungent cheeses like Esrom. 

_____ Cloudy with bright flavor. Brewed with a  
large proportion of wheat instead of barley.  
Entrée pairing: Pretzels, chicken or veal cutlets, 
scallops and lobster, veggie dishes. Cheese: Brie. 
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January 24  |  
Beer Can Appreciation Day
The rapidly growing craft brewing industry 
is highly collaborative, with brewers often 
partnering with local artists and designers in 
marketing efforts, most notably to produce 
eye-catching can art. Did you know that 
Travelers has a healthy appetite for craft 
brewers and wineries? We just ask that you 
write responsibly.JAN



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

National Puzzle Day – Sudoku is played on a grid of 9 x 9 spaces. Within the rows and columns 
are 9 boxes, each made up of 3 x 3 spaces. Each space needs to be filled with a number from 1 to 
9, without repeating any numbers within the row, column or box. For example, you know that the 
highlighted space can’t be a 2, 4, 6, 7, 8 or 9.

Identify opportunities to place numbers you know will fit and use the process of elimination to 
continue the pattern.
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January 29  |  
National Puzzle Day
What’s your favorite puzzle? Crossword? 
Sudoku? Insurance is complex and may feel 
like a puzzle for your clients. Lucky for them, 
they have you to help them understand. And 
you can rely on Travelers to help make sure 
there are no missing pieces of coverage. 
Travelers sees the big picture and aims to 
offer policies that are comprehensive and 
easy to understand.JAN/FEB



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

National Weatherperson’s Day – Looks like we’re in for stormy weather! Can you find the two 
identical storm clouds?
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February 5  |  
National Weatherperson’s Day
Meteorology isn’t an exact science, but it is an 
important and life-saving art we at Travelers 
actively engage in every day. Part of providing 
world-class claim service means tracking 
countrywide weather patterns around-the-
clock to ensure we are prepared to respond 
to events quickly and efficiently.FEB



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Umbrella Day – Here’s a super-easy way to build your own papercraft umbrella with the attached 
piece of red paper. Start by cutting it into a large circle, and then:

1.  Cut out a triangle that 
leads into the center.

4.  Continue folding back 
and forth …

3.  Now fold back in the 
other direction.

6.  Open it up and glue or 
tape the edges together.

2.  Fold over as shown.

5.  And you’ll end up with 
something like this.

7.  Place your umbrella on   
a pen to finish the look!
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February 10  |  
Umbrella Day
Umbrellas are great! They keep us dry in the 
rain and cool in the sun, make for a sharp logo 
and are the leading choice of transportation 
for flying nannies. But did you know they 
can also provide some extra cover for your 
personal and commercial lines policies? 
Check out the important benefits of umbrella 
insurance today!FEB



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Answers:  
AKITA, BEAGLE, BOXER, BULLDOG, CHIHUAHUA, COLLIE, CORGI, DACHSHUND, DALMATIAN, 
GREYHOUND, HUSKY, LABRADOR, MALTESE, MASTIFF, POINTER, POMERANIAN, POODLE, ROTTWEILER, 
SCHNAUZER, TERRIER, WEIMARANER, WHIPPET 

Love Your Pet Day – There sure are a lot of different dog breeds to love. Can you find and 
circle each of the breeds from the list below? They may be spelled out forwards or backwards, 
horizontally, vertically or diagonally in the grid.
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February 20  |  
Love Your Pet Day
Pet care services experts love your pets almost 
as much as you do! With their help, we can 
keep our beloved and furry family members 
looking and feeling their best. Celebrate the 
day with us by emailing pics of your adorable 
pets to selctmkt@travelers.com so we can 
share them in our Select Accounts newsletter!FEB



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.
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Tell a Fairy Tale Day – How well do you remember the fairy tales from your youth? Test your 
knowledge with this crossword puzzle!

Across
1.  _____ and the Beast
2.   Hansel and Gretel find a house made  

of this
5.  Bears’ favorite meal, if it’s the  

right temp
6.  Snow White ate a poison _____
9.  Cinderella lost one during a hasty exit
11. Genies grant these
12. Alice plays this game with a flamingo
13. The ugly _____ grows into a swan

Down
1.  Jack climbs this and finds a giant
3.  Guess his name in three days or else
4.  They lived happily ____ after
7.  Lies make his nose grow
8.  Once _____ a time
10. Little Red _____ Hood
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February 26  |  
Tell a Fairy Tale Day
Did you hear the one about the guy who fell 
off a wall and, despite the king’s horses and 
men’s best efforts, was smashed to pieces? 
Well, that was truly a general liability nightmare 
for the kingdom! Remember, for your clients, 
the protection of a strong general or personal 
liability policy can be the difference between 
disaster and a fairy-tale ending.FEB/MAR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Dentist’s Day – Unscramble these dental terms, making note of the letters in the circled spaces. 
Once completed, unscramble the circled letters to answer the trivia question at the bottom.

 IORULFDE

 ISGTIIGNIV

 CINRISO

 ROTHUTOSBH

 NALEEM

 VYATIC

 PAEQUL

 LFNIGIL

 Which animal shares
 the same number of 
 teeth as humans?
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March 6  |  
Dentist’s Day
Brace yourself while we drill down into the 
importance of this holiday. Being a dentist can 
be a thankless job, but the truth is Travelers 
appreciates their wisdom and is eager for their 
business. Our coverage for dentists and others 
in the healthcare industry helps to bridge the 
gaps that other carriers may be loose on. MAR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

World Plumbing Day 
Try matching the 

number of each valve to 
the letter of the item it 

supplies water to. 

A

1
2

B

3

E

5

C

D

4

Valve:

1. __________

2. __________

3. __________

4. __________

5. __________
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March 11  |  
World Plumbing Day
At the end of the day, plumbing can be a 
draining profession. The hours are long 
and the travel can be substantial, but thank 
goodness for these skilled professionals who 
keep pipes clear and clean water flowing!MAR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

National Agriculture Day – Here’s a fun and simple craft 
project you can keep on your desk. Just cut out the pieces 
below, fold along the lines and glue (or tape) together!
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March 17  |  
National Agriculture Day
For those in the field (literally) of agriculture, 
it’s more than a simple business – it’s a lifestyle. 
Their dedication and passion feeds and clothes 
us, but, like many other industries, today’s 
agribusinesses are impacted by several changing 
factors. Give your agribusiness clients a social 
media shoutout with #NationalAgDay today!MAR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

International Day for Achievers – It’s hard to imagine a world without many of the great 
innovations we interact with all the time. Fill in the timeline below by matching the letter of 
the corresponding item to the year it was invented, from oldest to most recent. It’s harder 
than you’d think!

A. Sunglasses
B. Camera
C. Elevator
D. Cartoons
E. Hologram
F. Hairdryer
G. Alarm Clock

H. Blue Jeans
I. Barcodes
J. Refrigerator
K. Aspirin
L. Credit Card
M. Bicycle
N. Stapler

O. Ballpoint Pen
P. Plastic Bottles
Q. Chewing Gum
R. Television
S. Zipper
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March 24  |  
International Day for Achievers
Can you reach your quoting goals this week?  
We believe in you! Today is all about putting 
your best foot forward and embracing the 
knowledge and determination that makes  
you so successful – a true unsung hero of  
the business!MAR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Answers:  
AEROSPACE, AGRICULTURAL, AUTOMOTIVE, BIOMEDICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL, COMPUTER, DRAFTING, 
ELECTRICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL, GEOLOGICAL, MARINE, MECHANICAL, PETROLEUM, SOFTWARE

Global Day of the Engineer – Engineering is a diverse field with many different specialties. 
How many types of engineers can you find from the list below? They may be spelled out 
forwards or backwards, horizontally, vertically or diagonally in the grid.
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April 1  |  
Global Day of the Engineer
Engineers wear many hats and their day-to-day 
can consist of shifting gears to accommodate 
wildly different sets of projects. So, it’s only 
natural that their risk exposure is anything but 
commonplace. As one of the largest providers 
of insurance in this market, Travelers provides 
architects, engineers and surveyors with fast, 
responsive solutions that suit their unique needs.MAR/APR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Golfer’s Day – Help this avid golfer train to compete at the Travelers Championship®. Can you 
navigate the correct path to get the ball to the green?
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April 10  |  
Golfer’s Day
Did you know that Travelers hosts one of the 
country’s largest PGA TOUR® events? Any 
way you slice it, we’re nuts about the sport. In 
honor of this holiday, be sure to offer your golf 
courses and their facilities our PGA TOUR-
endorsed Eagle3SM program coverage, and 
a Travelers BOP for golf retailers. When the 
unthinkable happens, Travelers can help them 
land on the green – not in the rough.APR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Be Kind To Lawyers Day – Laws are no laughing matter, but most states keep some 
funny-sounding regulations on the books, even if they’re not necessarily enforced. Can you 
guess which states these weird (but 100% real) laws belong to?

Can’t believe it’s not butter? 
You’d better be specific with 
how you market dairy products 
in this state – it’s a misdemeanor 
to misrepresent margarine here:  
_____________________________________

Playing nighttime Frisbee 
golf outside the confines of a 
city-designated “folf” course 
could land you up to a $500 
fine and 6 months in jail here: 
_____________________________________

This state considers it unlawful 
to fall asleep inside a bake shop 
or cheese factory: 
_____________________________________

Thinking of taking your horse 
for a test ride on a public 
highway? This state will slap 
you with a $20 fine:  
_____________________________________

Sorry, pinball wizard. In this 
state, it’s illegal to play the silver 
ball unless you’re over 18: 
_____________________________________

Unless you want a hefty fine, 
it’s probably best to avoid 
honking your car’s horn at 
sandwich shops after 9 p.m. 
while you visit: 
_____________________________________

Don’t spray silly string in public 
while you’re here – it’s banned 
in one town and can land you a 
$99 fine: 
_____________________________________

At least one city in this state 
strictly limits Halloween trick-
or-treating to a time frame of 
6 to 8 p.m.: 
_____________________________________

That poker game will have to 
wait until after the weekend. 
This state prohibits card games 
on Sunday with a fine of up   
to $100:  
_____________________________________

Speaking of Sunday, you 
technically can’t be arrested on 
a Sunday in this state – or on 
July 4th for that matter:  
_____________________________________

One city in this state takes 
garage sales very seriously – 
specifically, residents may only 
hold two per year. Neither 
can last for more than three 
consecutive days and can only 
be held from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.:  

_____________________________________
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April 14  |  
Be Kind To Lawyers Day
Their profession may often be 
under-appreciated but, for Travelers, 
attorneys never lose their appeal. 
In fact, with specialized coverage designed 
around the unique liability risks of law 
firms, Travelers’ protection doesn’t just 
pass the bar – it raises the bar.APR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

International Mother Earth Day – How to plant and nourish your seed paper (attached):

1.
Soak your seed paper 
in water overnight.

2.
Find a warm, bright 
location to plant it.

4.
Saturate the soil and 
continue to water it daily.

5.
You should see your plants 
begin to germinate and grow!

3.
Bury the seed paper under 
about 1/4 inch of soil.
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April 22  |  
International Mother Earth Day
Take a moment to ponder just how great our 
planet is: it’s beautiful, biodiverse and where we 
keep all our stuff. Travelers has been providing 
coverage to the renewable energy industry 
for more than 25 years, protecting innovative 
businesses that help our earth thrive. After all, 
“Mother Mars Day” just wouldn’t be the same.APR



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

International Space Day

Do you have some colored 
pencils or markers handy?

Take a couple of minutes 
to color in the squares 
according to the number 
and their corresponding, 
recommended colors. 

1 = Dark Blue

2 = Yellow

3 = Orange

4 = Grey

5 = Light Blue

6 = Black

7 = Red
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May 1  |  
International Space Day
Our coverage is literally out of this world. 
Did you know that Travelers insured the 
Apollo 11 crew against accidents during 
the first manned mission to the moon? 
That’s one small step for Travelers, one 
giant leap for the insurance industry.

APR/MAY



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Renewal Day 

This person’s office 
was way past due for 
a good “Renewal Day” 
cleaning. There are over 
35 differences between 
the messy room and 
tidy one. How many  
can you spot?
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May 4  |  
Renewal Day
Here’s a springtime holiday for both your 
business and well-being. This week, in between 
writing renewals with Travelers, make some 
changes to “freshen up” your life. It could be  
as simple as reorganizing your desk – or as 
daring as trying a new hairstyle. Salons, spas 
and other personal care service businesses 
help renew us every day and are in our 
Select Accounts appetite!MAY



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Virtual Assistants Day – Coloring can help to reduce stress and increase productivity. 
You may be surprised how relaxing it can be! Take some time over the course of the 
week to color in this illustration. It was inspired by the crucial – and busy – roles of virtual 
help line and call center assistants. 
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May 15  |  
Virtual Assistants Day
Filing a claim can feel like a big or overwhelming 
decision for your clients. Travelers Pre-Claim 
Consultation service is designed to give both 
agents and customers the critical answers 
needed to understand their options and make 
an informed decision. Simply call 800.252.4633, 
Monday–Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. ET.MAY
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Buy a Musical Instrument Day – What do you say to some musical instrument trivia? See if you 
can answer the following five questions correctly.

Playing this natural wooden trumpet requires 
a special, circular breathing technique, where 
the player breathes through their nose while 
continually pushing out stored air in their 
mouth and keeping their lips vibrating:

 T Didgeridoo
 T Hurdy-Gurdy
 T Ocarina
 T Balalaika

You play this unique electronic instrument 
without actually touching it. Two antennas 
follow the player’s hand movements when in 
close proximity:

 T Synthesizer
 T Zeusaphone
 T Clavivox
 T Theremin

Because of its steady and penetrating tone, 
this instrument always sounds the reference 
pitch that an orchestra tunes to:

 T Clarinet
 T Flute
 T Oboe
 T Kazoo

There’s typically only one of these 
instruments featured in any size orchestra:

 T French Horn
 T Tuba
 T Cello
 T Triangle

This instrument is constructed much like a 
flute but produces notes an octave higher:

 T Bassoon
 T Marimba
 T Recorder
 T Piccolo
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May 22  |  
Buy a Musical Instrument Day
Nietzsche famously said, “Without music, life 
would be a mistake.” That’s exactly why we love 
supporting music shop retailers and service 
businesses like instrument repair shops that fuel 
creativity and change lives every day. MAY



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

National Heat Awareness Day – Test your heat awareness with some fun trivia about 
high temperatures.

Where was the highest temperature ever 
recorded in the U.S.?

 T Orlando, FL
 T Death Valley, CA
 T Houston, TX
 T Phoenix, AZ

This animal can withstand hotter temps 
than any other in the world:

 T Pompeii Worm
 T Ostrich
 T Camel
 T Tortoise

“Heat index” is a formula that combines 
the air temperature with:

 T Barometric pressure
 T Relative humidity
 T Historic temperature average
 T Temperature of standing water

How did the term “dog days of 
summer” originate?

 T  As a reminder never to leave pets 
in hot cars

 T Heat causes us to pant like dogs
 T  Some days get so hot that dogs 

lose all their energy
 T  Sirius, a star in the “Great Dog” 

constellation Canis Major, 
becomes visible

Temperature can be estimated by 
counting the sounds this creature 
makes within a specific time frame:

 T Frogs
 T Wolves
 T Crickets
  T Dolphins
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Awareness Day

25 26 27 28 29 SUN

31

30

May 29  |  
National Heat Awareness Day
With another hot summer almost at our 
doorstep, we’ll be relying on the expertise 
of HVAC technicians to keep us cool. Help 
them get their “ducts” in a row with Travelers’ 
specialized INDUSTRYEdge® products and 
suite of Select Accounts Contractors coverages.MAY



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Answers:  
AWL
BUTTON
CHALK
FABRIC
FASHION
NEEDLE
OVERLOCK
PATTERN
PINCUSHION
PINS
SCISSORS
SPOOL
STITCH
THIMBLE
THREAD
ZIPPER

National Tailors’ Day – Try to find all the sewing tools and terms listed below in this zigzag word 
search puzzle. Words will not appear diagonally but can go left, right, up, down and turn at a right 
angle (see the completed example). Every letter will get used once and only once. Good luck!



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Say 
Something 
Nice Day

National 
Tailors’ Day

National 
Rocky Road 

Day

National 
Cheese Day

World 
Environment 

Day

1 2 3 4 5 SUN

7

6

June 3  |  
National Tailors’ Day
We’re bursting at the seams with an array of 
coverage options for tailors, dressmakers and 
other service businesses. In fact, we’re able to 
stitch together a variety of solutions for these 
types of businesses, making Travelers the 
company best suited to protect your Select 
Accounts customers.JUN
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World Oceans Day

Oh geez, it appears 
that the anchors 
of several ships/
boats have become 
inexplicably entangled. 
Can you help to sort 
this mess out by 
finding which anchor 
belongs to which 
ship/boat?

Ship/Boat:

1. __________

2. __________

3. __________

4. __________



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

World 
Oceans Day

National Herbs 
and Spices Day

Call Your 
Doctor Day

Making
Life Beautiful 

Day

Magic Day 
8 9 10 11 12 SUN

14

13

June 8  |  
World Oceans Day
You don’t have to be Jacques Cousteau to 
appreciate the importance of our oceans. For 
wholesalers, distributors and manufacturers, the 
efficiency of maritime transportation is key to their 
success. With hazardous weather and improper 
handling accounting for billions of dollars in lost 
cargo annually, Travelers Ocean Marine coverage 
can mean the difference between whether your 
clients’ businesses sink or swim.JUN
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International Panic Day – No need to panic! The tow truck is on its way!



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Nature 
Photography 

Day

National Eat 
Your Vegetables 

Day

Wish 
Fulfillment 

Day

International 
Panic Day

National 
Flip Flop Day

15 16 17 18 19 SUN

21

20

June 18  |  
International Panic Day
For many of your clients, it can be stressful 
to have a company car break down in the 
middle of nowhere and leave workers stranded. 
There’s no need to panic though; our new 
and improved Roadside Assistance coverage is 
designed to get them safely back on the road 
24/7. Contact your Travelers representative 
today to see if your clients are eligible!JUN
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Public Service Day – There’s a lot of historical significance behind the elements that make up 
each U.S. city’s flag. In some instances, they come together to form a pretty impressive piece 
of art. Here are nine examples where we think the designer really knocked it out of the park. 
Can you match the flag to the correct city from the list below?

Chicago, IL

Reno, NV

Denver, CO

Baltimore, MD

Peoria, AZ

Tulsa, OK

Portland, OR

Buffalo, NY

Corpus Christi, TX



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

National 
HVAC Tech 

Day

Celebration 
of the Senses 

Day

Public 
Service Day

Global
Beatles Day

National Food 
Truck Day

22 23 24 25 26 SUN

28

27

June 23  |  
Public Service Day
Public entities help us all on the most 
fundamental levels – keeping us safe, healthy 
and informed. Travelers understands the 
nuances of this complex industry and has the 
knowledge and expertise, backed with the 
experience, to help protect the interests of 
your public sector clients.JUN
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1 2
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3

5

9
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National OOTD Day

Speaking of outfits, 
see how well you can 
do at this clothing- 
and fashion-themed 
crossword puzzle!

Down
2.  Pupil protection
4.  Elastic fiber also 
 known as Lycra
5.  Fold in a garment
6.  Sleeveless jacket
9.  Throat-covering sweater
10.  Footwear for summer
11.  Stylish British hat
13.  Personal suit maker
15.  Decorative sewing

Across
1.  In vogue
3.  Canine pattern
7.  Short-lived craze
8.  Waist accessory
11.  Arm ornament
12.  James Bond’s “Goldfinger” attire
14.  No longer in style
16.  Fashion faux pas to wear after Labor Day
17.  Neck-warming gear
18.  Checkered fabric pattern



To do:

2020
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Hug Holiday 
Day

International 
Joke Day

National 
OOTD Day

I Forgot 
Day

Compliment 
Your Mirror Day 

29 30 1 2 3 SUN

5

4

June 30  |  
National OOTD Day 
OOTD? It stands for “Outfit of the Day” and 
it’s all about expressing yourself! It’s a great 
day to wear your favorite outfit and showcase 
your unique style. Take some time today to 
familiarize yourself with our solutions for 
personal shoppers and other professional 
services – an incredibly varied and diverse 
collection of businesses that wears many hats 
(and outfits for that matter)!JUN/JUL
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Math 2.0 Day – Here’s a quick refresher on how Sudoku is played: Each space needs to be filled 
with a number from 1 to 9, without repeating any numbers within the row, column or 3 x 3 box. 
For example, you know that the highlighted space of the first puzzle can’t be a 4, 5, 7 or 9. 
See if you can solve all four!



To do:

2020
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Air Traffic 
Control Day

Math 2.0 DayTell The 
Truth Day

Fashion Day National 
Kitten Day

6 7 8 9 10 SUN

12

11

July 8  |  
Math 2.0 Day
It would be obtuse to ignore the importance of 
math – it’s the prime factor in every scientific 
and technological innovation of our time. 
While the exploding tech industry is packed 
with the best and brightest mathematicians, 
many struggle to find solutions to the 
evolving risk landscape. Luckily, we crunched 
the numbers and the answer appears to be 
Travelers’ specialized coverage every time.JUL
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I Love Horses Day – How long has it been since you’ve done a connect-the-dots activity? 
Probably way too long! Take a minute to complete the image below.



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Embrace Your 
Geekness Day

I Love 
Horses Day

National Mac 
and Cheese 

Day

Get To Know 
Your Customers 

Day

National 
Tattoo Day

13 14 15 16 17 SUN

19

18

July 15  |  
I Love Horses Day
Horse domestication helped to shape our 
world. Once used to carry messages, transport 
goods, plow fields and even fight battles, horses 
represent loyalty, strength and courage – 
qualities that fuel the passion of horse owners 
today. Don’t let these clients be saddled with 
burden should the worst happen. Hand the 
reins to Travelers Agribusiness, one of the 
largest longtime providers of equine insurance.JUL
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Chess Day – This one takes a basic understanding of how chess pieces move, but it’s 
easy to learn! On each board, the player using white pieces is exactly one move away from 
checkmate. Can you determine the correct plays?

         King



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Chess Day Summer 
Leisure Day

National Junk 
Food Day

Yada, Yada, 
Yada Day

National Tell 
An Old Joke 

Day

20 21 22 23 24 SUN

26
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July 20  |  
Chess Day
Chess can take a lifetime to master despite 
having only a few simple rules. It rewards 
players who excel at reacting tactically to 
their opponents while strategically planning 
several steps ahead. Travelers’ innovative  
Risk Toolworks™ app can help customers 
obtain that same level of foresight by providing 
them with our best resources to conveniently 
manage risks from their mobile device.JUL
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Paperback Book Day – A great opening sentence can be critical in setting the right mood for 
the story and piquing the reader’s interest. Can you correctly identify which famous novels these 
introductory lines are pulled from?

“Call me Ishmael.”

 T 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
 T The Old Man and the Sea
 T Moby Dick
 T The Voyage of the Beagle

“All this happened, more or less.”

 T Slaughterhouse-Five
 T The Great Gatsby
 T A Tale of Two Cities
 T Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas

“All children, except one, grow up.”

 T The Cat in the Hat
 T Lord of the Flies
 T Peter and Wendy
 T Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone

“The morning had dawned clear and 
cold, with a crispness that hinted at the 
end of summer.”

 T A Game of Thrones
 T The Lord of the Rings
 T The Last Unicorn
 T The Long Winter

“It was a bright cold day in April, and the 
clocks were striking thirteen.”

 T The Catcher in the Rye
 T The Time Machine
 T I, Robot
 T 1984

“It was a pleasure to burn.”

 T Firestarter
 T Fahrenheit 451
 T The Heat of the Day
 T Dragon’s Winter



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Bagpipe 
Appreciation 

Day

National 
Lipstick Day

World Nature 
Conservation 

Day

Paperback 
Book Day

National 
Avocado Day

27 28 29 30 31 SUN

2

1

July 30  |  
Paperback Book Day 
E-books take up a lot less space, but there’s 
something special about the look, feel and 
smell of a physical copy of a well-loved 
paperback. Do you have an all-time favorite 
story you’ve read multiple times? Or a new 
release you just can’t put down? Be sure to 
share it with your local bookstore and printers 
and publishers clients and prospects. They’ll 
appreciate the recognition on this fun holiday!JUL/AUG
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Lighthouse Day 

Have you enjoyed 
our previous 
coloring activities? 
Grab your colored 
pencils and give 
this one a whirl!



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Assistance 
Dog Day

National 
Underwear 

Day

Hooray For 
Kids Day

National 
Fresh Breath 

Day

Lighthouse 
Day

3 4 5 6 7 SUN

9

8

August 7  |  
Lighthouse Day 
Before electricity, many centuries-old 
lighthouses stood as pillars of stability and 
enlightenment among rough and murky 
waters. Just as lighthouses were integral to 
protecting ships from unseen hazards and 
guiding lost sailors through the fog, you’re 
a beacon to your customers, helping them 
navigate the confusing world of insurance 
and keeping their businesses safe.AUG
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Smithsonian Day – Unscramble the letters below to reveal some of the world’s most famous, 
influential works of art.

MAON ASLI   Hint: Da Vinci’s masterpiece

RAYRTS GIHNT   Hint: Van Gogh’s most famous work

GRINAEUC  Hint: Mural by Picasso, housed in Madrid

IBRHT FO NUVES  Hint: Botticelli’s mythological painting 

EHT CMRASE  Hint: A “loud” piece by Edvard Munch

TGHIN ATWHC  Hint: Enormous Rembrandt painting, famously vandalized three times 

LGRI  WIHT ETH ALERP IRRNAGE Hint: Vermeer’s iconic painting, named for the subject’s jewelry

VADDI  Hint: Marble statue by Michelangelo 



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Smithsonian 
Day

Vinyl Record 
Day

Play In The 
Sand Day

International 
Left-Handers 

Day

National 
Creamsicle 

Day

10 11 12 13 14 SUN

16
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August 10  |  
Smithsonian Day 
Museum curators aren’t just in it for the Monet;  
they research artists’ works and meticulously 
assemble public collections and exhibitions that 
create brilliant atmospheres and tell engaging 
stories. There’s literally a lot of history between 
Travelers and the museums and fine art we 
protect. Your clients can rest easy knowing that 
you offer solutions to best protect the priceless 
pieces in their care.AUG
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Medical Dosimetrist Day – “Dosimetrist” is just the tip of the iceberg – the medical field is full 
of some pretty odd-sounding terminology that you may not be familiar with. Can you guess what 
common afflictions these official medical terms describe?

Xerosis is another term for:

 T Loose tooth
 T Bloodshot eyes
 T Very dry skin
 T Coffee breath

Horripilation is another term for:

 T Feet falling asleep
 T Goosebumps
 T Canker sores
 T Hiccups

Onychocryptosis is another term for:

 T Ingrown toenail
 T Swallowing “down the wrong pipe”
 T Dry eyes
 T Heartburn

Sternutate is another term for:

 T Coughing
 T Cracking your knuckles
 T Fainting
 T Sneezing

Pharyngitis is another term for:

 T Sore throat
 T Toothache
 T Double vision
 T Stiff joints



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Cupcake Day Medical 
Dosimetrist 

Day

Serendipity 
Day

National 
Radio Day

Poet’s Day 
17 18 19 20 21 SUN
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August 19  |  
Medical Dosimetrist Day 
In case you’re wondering, dosimetrists are part 
of a team dedicated to cancer survivorship. They 
use revolutionary technology to assist patients 
with procedures and recovery. Life sciences 
companies are always inventing exciting new 
techniques and products, but these innovations 
bring unforeseen threats. Travelers Life Sciences 
insurance helps these businesses continue to 
deliver on their promise of a healthier world.AUG
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Petroleum Day – Help complete this drilling operation by guiding the pump jack to the oil source.



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Shooting Star 
Day

Make Your 
Own Luck 

Day

National 
Second-Hand 
Wardrobe Day

Petroleum 
Day

Read 
Comics In 
Public Day

24 25 26 27 28 SUN

30
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August 27  |  
Petroleum Day 
As the world pushes for more renewable 
energy infrastructure, global oil consumption is 
projected to top 1 million barrels daily through 
2029; natural gas use will grow even faster. 
These increases can magnify existing risks, 
but if you drill down, you’ll find expertise and 
specialized coverage from Travelers that can 
help keep clients protected.   AUG
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College Colors Day  – Colleges and universities across the country celebrate their school pride 
by rallying behind unique and, sometimes, bizarre mascots. Can you match the fun mascots 
below with the schools they rally for?

The Fighting Pickle, a masked cucumber in a tutu  ____________

Sammy the Slug, a yellow banana slug who reads Plato  ____________

Cayenne, an anthropomorphic, flaming chili pepper  ____________

Handsome Dan, a live bulldog (18 dogs have assumed the role so far)  ____________

Ramblin’ Wreck, a 1930 Ford Model A Sport Coupe  ____________

Sooner Schooner, a covered wagon pulled by two white ponies  ____________

Chip the Buffalo, went viral in 2018 after a humorous T-shirt cannon mishap  ____________

A. Georgia Institute of Technology
B. University of California – Santa Cruz
C. University of Colorado
D. University of Louisiana at Lafayette
E. University of North Carolina School of the Arts 
F. University of Oklahoma
G. Yale University



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Eat Outside 
Day

World 
Coconut Day

National No 
Rhyme or 

Reason Day

National 
Skyscraper 

Day

College 
Colors Day

31 1 2 3 4 SUN

6

5

September 4  |  
College Colors Day
For some of us, it’s been a while since we first 
learned that college was nothing like what those 
’80s movies made it out to be. Still, it’s easy to 
take pride in the hard work of completing your 
education. What better way to show it off than 
sporting your school’s team colors? Or, you 
could always don Travelers red and help protect 
educational institutions by writing new business 
with us!AUG/SEP
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Answers:  
ABSOLUTE ZERO, ACCELERATOR, ANTIMATTER, ATOM, BLACK HOLE, CERN, COLLIDER, DARK MATTER, 
ELECTROMAGNETIC, ENERGY, GLUON, HADRON, HIGGS BOSON, ION, ISOTOPE, LEPTON, NEUTRINO, NUCLEON, 
PARTICLE, PHOTON, POSITRON, QUARK, RADIATION, SPEED OF LIGHT, SYNCHROTRON, SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Blame it on the Large Hadron Collider Day – The Center for Energy, Radiation and Nuclear Study 
(CERN) runs the Large Hadron Collider. It’s responsible for a number of technological innovations – 
the worldwide web, for example. The following are terms that tie closely to CERN’s research. See how 
many you can find spelled out forwards or backwards, horizontally, vertically or diagonally in the grid.



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Neither Snow 
Nor Rain Day 

Wonderful 
Weirdos Day

National 
Ampersand 

Day

Blame it on the 
Large Hadron 
Collider Day

 I Want To 
Start My Own 
Business Day

7 8 9 10 11 SUN

13

12

September 10  |  Blame it on 
the Large Hadron Collider Day 
Deep underground in a tunnel 17 miles in 
circumference is the Large Hadron Collider, 
used to study the world on a subatomic level. 
While it may be funny to blame a complex 
particle accelerator for life’s most catastrophic 
and unforeseeable tragedies, Travelers Umbrella 
or Excess Casualty policies can be the solution. 
We’re positively charged up about offering extra 
protection to your business customers!SEP
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1. The first iPhone is released

2. Wikipedia launches

3. Facebook launches

4. Instagram launches

5. YouTube launches

6. Text messaging becomes available across networks

7. The first Android smartphone is released

8. Twitter launches

9. Kickstarter launches

Online Learning Day – Why not celebrate Online Learning Day with a look back at some 
of the greatest innovations of the 2000s that drastically changed how we find and share 
information today. See if you can arrange the numbered milestones in order from earliest to 
latest in the timeline below.

2000 20062004 20082001 20072005 2009 2010



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

I’m On Top
of It Day

National 
Collect Rocks 

Day

Online 
Learning Day

Time’s Up 
Day

National 
Tradesmen 

Day

14 15 16 17 18 SUN

20
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September 15  | 
Online Learning Day
Remember trying to obtain information 
before the internet? Now, with a staggering 
amount of data at our fingertips, online 
educational resources are more widely 
available and easier to use than ever. Check 
out toolkitPlus(on For Agents) for a wealth 
of free marketing materials you can use to 
educate your personal insurance customers 
and help you grow your business.SEP
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Elephant Appreciation Day  – There are 16 differences between these two images. Can you 
spot them all?



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

World 
Gratitude Day

Innergize DayElephant 
Appreciation 

Day

National 
Punctuation 

Day

World 
Pharmacist 

Day

21 22 23 24 25 SUN

27
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September 22  | 
Elephant Appreciation Day
The saying goes “an elephant never forgets” … 
but they don’t have the demanding work 
schedule that you do. As such, we can all 
use a little refresher from time to time. 
Remember that a number of helpful 
on-demand training courses can be found 
on For Agents.SEP
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International Podcast Day – This mess of wires is making it tough to listen to your favorite 
podcast. Help sort this out by tracing the numbered headphones to the letter on the smart device 
they’re plugged into.

1. __________

2. __________

3. __________

4. __________



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Read A Child 
A Book You 

Like Day

International 
Podcast Day

National 
Coffee Day

Less Than 
Perfect Day

Custodial 
Worker Day

28 29 30 1 2 SUN

4
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September 30  |  
International Podcast Day 
With a growing talent base and more 
subscribers than ever, podcasting may be 
the future of storytelling … and anyone with 
a microphone, an interesting premise and 
some knowledge to share can make one. Try 
it out! Have you checked out the compelling 
“podcases” recorded to illustrate the benefits 
of our Manufacturers E&O coverage yet? Give 
them a listen for some entertaining insights!SEP/OCT
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World Octopus Day – Try to find all the ocean life named below in these zigzag word search 
puzzles. Words will not appear diagonally but can go left, right, up, down and turn at a right 
angle (see the completed example). Every letter will get used once and only once. Words can 
be found in either square. Good luck!

ANEMONE
COD

CORAL REEF
CRAB 

DOLPHIN
FISH

FLYING FISH
HALIBUT
HERRING

JELLYFISH
LOBSTER

MORAY EEL
MUSSEL
OCEAN

OCTOPUS

OYSTER
PLANKTON

SALMON
SCUBA DIVING

SEABED
SEAHORSE
SEAWEED

SHARK
SHELL
SQUID

STARFISH
STINGRAY

TURTLE
URCHIN
WHALE



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Do Something 
Nice Day

Balloons 
Around the 
World Day

Garlic Lovers 
Day

World 
Octopus Day

Fire 
Prevention 

Day

5 6 7 8 9 SUN

11
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October 8  |  
World Octopus Day  
The sea hosts some of the world’s most 
otherworldly and complex creatures. Take 
the octopus. It has nine brains, three hearts 
and toxic saliva. But not everything of the 
aquatic variety needs to be so complicated. 
For example, Travelers makes boat and yacht 
insurance simple – offering broad coverage 
and fast, efficient claim services with marine 
insurance specialists 24 hours a day, year-round.OCT
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International Day for Disaster Reduction – Severe weather patterns can be as interesting as 
they are frightening. Test your knowledge with the trivia questions below!

A tropical storm becomes a hurricane once 
winds attain a minimum sustained velocity of:

 T 39 mph
 T 65 mph
 T 74 mph
 T 100 mph

Touching down in El Reno, Oklahoma, in 2013, 
the largest tornado in recorded history was:

 T 800 feet wide
 T 350 yards wide
 T 1.2 miles wide
 T 2.6 miles wide

The term tropical depression is used to describe:

 T  A low-pressure area with sustained, 
circular wind flow below 39 mph

 T  A low-pressure area with sustained, 
circular wind flow above 39 mph

 T  A high-pressure area with higher than 
50% humidity

 T  A storm that’s down on its luck

The current list of storm names from the 
World Meteorological Organization gets 
recycled every six years unless a name gets 
retired. This can happen due to:

 T  The name having been used for a 
second time

 T  A named storm dissipating, causing  
no damage

 T  Sensitivity following a storm that  
was particularly devastating

 T  The name being shared by a   
retiring member of the National 
Weather Service

U.S. Air Force Colonel Joseph Duckworth 
made history in 1943 by being the first 
person to:

 T  Airlift a hurricane victim to safety
 T  Fly through the eye of a hurricane
 T  Accurately map the path of a tornado
 T  Coin the phrase “the calm before  

the storm”



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Freethought 
Day

National 
Dessert Day

International 
Day for Disaster 

Reduction

Get to Know 
Your Customers 

Day

National 
Dictionary 

Day 

12 13 14 15 16 SUN

18
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October 13  |  International
Day for Disaster Reduction  
Stricter building codes and stronger climate 
resilience planning in high-risk areas help 
reduce the impact of natural disasters. But no 
structure is impervious, so when nature strikes 
hard, your clients deserve the best. Travelers 
offers Quantum Home 2.0® for homeowners, 
landlords and tenants, and Travelers commercial 
property insurance for businesses, backed by 
our skilled adjusters and CAT response team. OCT
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Answers:  
AWKWARD POSTURE, BIOMECHANICS, CARPAL TUNNEL, ERGONOMICS, EXTENSION, FATIGUE, 
JOINTS, LIGHTING, LOWER BACK, MUSCULOSKELETAL, NECK, OSHA, RECOVERY TIME, REPETITIVE 
MOTION, ROTATION, SHOULDER, STRAIN, TENDINITIS, VIEWING ANGLE, WORKSTATION

Adjust Your Chair Day – OK, push your hips as far back as you can in your chair, adjust your seat 
height so your feet are flat on the floor with your knees at the same height or slightly lower height 
than your hips, relax your shoulders and make sure your back is supported. Now you’re ready to 
tackle this ergonomic-themed word search! The terms may be spelled out forwards or backwards, 
horizontally, vertically or diagonally in the grid.



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Adjust Your 
Chair Day 

Reptile 
Awareness 

Day

Face Your 
Fears Day

Smart Is Cool 
Day

TV Talk Show 
Host Day
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25
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October 19  |  
Adjust Your Chair Day 
Almost half of all in-office workers comp claims 
don’t involve accidents but repetitive strain 
injuries and other musculoskeletal disorders. 
Practicing ergonomics can help prevent these 
injuries and contribute to a healthy workplace. 
Just a few minor adjustments to your chair can 
affect your posture and circulation. Check out 
our Workplace 2.0 material for more insight into 
workplace risks and how to prevent them. OCT
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National Cat Day – If you don’t have a cat at home – or even 
if you do – celebrate National Cat Day with a papercraft pet for 
your desk! Just cut out the pieces below, fold along the lines and 
glue (or tape) together!



To do:

2020

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

 Howl at the 
Moon Day

International 
Animation Day

Cranky 
Co-Workers 

Day

National 
Cat Day

Buy a 
Doughnut Day

26 27 28 29 30 SUN

1

31

October 29  |  
National Cat Day 
Let’s be purr-fectly honest – cats get a bad rap. 
Media doesn’t typically portray them with the 
heroic qualities of Lassie or the athleticism of 
Air Bud. Often, they’re typecast as the villain. Yet 
hiss-torically, cats have been favored by royalty 
and litter-ally worshipped as gods in ancient 
Egypt. So, today, cheers to the complex, lovable 
felines and the pet care services that make their 
nine lives happy!OCT/NOV
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Marooned Without a Compass Day – If you find yourself marooned and in need of aid, knowing 
Morse code is a good skill to have. It’s been in use for over 175 years and is unique in that the dot/
dash pattern can be produced with sound as well as light flashes. In fact, in 2017, a man in Dorset, 
England, found himself stranded on a rocky shore with a broken leg and no phone. He was able to 
summon help by flashing the “SOS” pattern with a keychain flashlight.

Here’s a fun fact: When filmmakers feature Morse code in their movies, it’s often gibberish but, 
sometimes, contains a fun hidden message. In the 2005 remake of “King Kong,” a ship’s radio 
operator receives a transmission supposedly communicating that the captain is wanted by police. 
Decode the actual code received in the film to see what was really communicated.
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November 6  |  Marooned 
Without a Compass Day 
Whether operating abroad or sourcing and 
selling items overseas, businesses of all types 
are in the global market – but when issues arise, 
the red tape involved when dealing with foreign 
laws, customs, language barriers and exchange 
rates can make anyone feel a little lost. For 
these clients, a Travelers Global CompanionSM 
policy can help them navigate through the 
international exposures.NOV



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Origami Day – The traditional paper crane is perhaps the quintessential origami model. Putting 
one together is more involved than you may think, but, with the illustrated guide below, attached 
piece of red paper and a little patience, you’ll be constructing perfect cranes in no time. For 
wonderful, step-by-step video instructions, check out wikihow.com/Fold-a-Paper-Crane. 
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November 11  |   
Origami Day  
Those skilled in origami, the ancient art of paper 
folding, have more in common with mechanical 
engineers than painters or sculptors. In fact, the 
mathematical concepts found in origami design 
have been applied to innovations ranging from 
air bags to space exploration equipment. Like 
your engineering and manufacturing customers, 
we at Travelers use our expertise to continue 
building products for the future.NOV



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Electronic Greeting Card Day – Despite the relative ease and convenience of using e-cards, 
people still love exchanging physical greeting cards. See if you can guess the answers to these 
card-related trivia questions:

Accounting for over 50% of yearly sales for 
greeting card companies, what is the most 
popular type of card sold in the U.S.?

 T Anniversary cards
 T Birthday cards
 T Get Well cards
 T Thank You cards

Over 6 billion greeting cards are sold each year! 
The annual retail sales of greeting cards total over:

 T $4.2 million
 T $1.2 billion
 T $7.5 billion
 T $9.6 billion

More greeting cards are sold in celebration of 
this holiday than any other:

 T  Valentine’s Day
 T  Christmas
 T  Mother’s Day
 T  Father’s Day

Which of the following data points  
is incorrect?

 T  More greeting cards are sold in the 
U.S. than in any other country

 T  Hallmark invented the folded  
greeting card

 T  80% or more of all greeting cards sold 
are purchased by women

 T  Around 70% of pet owners sign their 
pets’ names in cards

A holiday trendsetter, the very first president 
to send an official “Season’s Greetings” card 
from the White House was:

 T  Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1953
 T  Harry S. Truman in 1945
 T  Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933
 T  Calvin Coolidge in 1927
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November 17  |   
Electronic Greeting Card Day  
With renewals just around the bend, it’s a 
good time to reach out to your clients. An 
e-card is a quick, inexpensive way to send 
them a message to show how much you care. 
For personal lines customers, use toolkitPlus 
(on For Agents) to access customizable 
content like eCards, brochures, social media 
campaigns, videos and banner ads that can be 
sent to prospects or customers.NOV



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Answers:  
ARABICA, BEANS, BROWN SUGAR, CAFFEINE, CAPPUCCINO, CUP, DECAF, ESPRESSO, ETHIOPIA, GRINDER, 
MOCHA, NO SUGAR, PERCOLATOR, ROBUSTA

National Espresso Day – Try to find the following terms, commonly associated with coffee, in 
this zigzag word search puzzle. Words will not appear diagonally but can go left, right, up, down 
and turn at a right angle (see the completed example). Every letter will be used only once.
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November 23  |   
National Espresso Day  
Espresso is so important in some parts of the 
world that it’s been government-regulated. 
Even the International Space Station has been 
outfitted with a means to brew a fresh shot! 
We have a “latte” love for the businesses 
that get us through our daily grind and our 
specialized coverage offers up the perfect 
blend to perk up your coffee shops and 
supply customers!NOV



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Computer Security Day 

Hackers use computer software that 
is so sophisticated that it can take 
minimal info to crack passwords in 
seconds by routing out all possible, 
logical figures to complete patterns. 
It takes the human brain exponentially 
more time to theorize and test 
through trial and error. 

We’ve provided a handful of letters 
below. Begin applying them to all 
numbered instances and, as words 
become apparent, you’ll be able to 
fill out more and more of the puzzle. 
Given the 26 spaces, each letter of 
the alphabet will be used at least 
once. Good luck cracking the code!
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November 30  |  
Computer Security Day 
Hackers and viruses have been around since 
the early days of computing. But as technology 
evolved and servers began to store more sensitive 
data, cyber risk emerged as the key concern 
for businesses and their customers. With cyber 
attacks growing in frequency and severity, it’s less 
a question of “if” but “when” customers will be 
breached. Today is the perfect time to talk about 
Travelers Cyber Liability protection.NOV/DEC



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Pretend To Be A Time Traveler Day – It looks like a careless time traveler is about to meet their 
past self, potentially tearing apart the fabric of the universe. Identify the two identical people in the 
crowd before it’s too late! 
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December 8  |  Pretend To 
Be A Time Traveler Day 
Time travel is one of our favorite plot devices. 
It’s also something claimants might wish they 
could do following an auto accident. Luckily, 
Travelers commercial and personal auto 
insurance solutions are designed to get clients 
back on the road quickly – as if they returned 
to a time before it ever happened! ... yeah, 
that’s a stretch, but it may be the closest we’ll 
come to disrupting the space-time continuum.DEC



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Wright Brothers Day – Even for skilled pilots, flying through fog can prove challenging. 
Help navigate this plane past a foggy patch to reach its destination safely!
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December 17  |   
Wright Brothers Day 
In 1903, the Wright brothers invented 
the first successful, engine-powered airplane, 
the Flyer I. By 1919, the world’s first metal 
aircraft was flown and Travelers wrote 
the first aircraft liability policy! Fun fact: 
Neil Armstrong carried a piece of fabric 
from the Flyer I’s left wing and a piece of 
wood from the left propeller to the moon 
in the pocket of his spacesuit. Cool, right?DEC



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

Don’t Make Your Bed Day – This week is all about shaking things up and forging ahead with 
a new outlook, so let’s try something a little different. We’ll start you off with the 110 words 
that make up the “answers” to this crossword puzzle. You have to find where they go. There’s 
one letter provided as your first clue and it is part of only two provided words. Fill them in and 
continue building out from there!

3 Letters:
BUS
CUB
KIT
SIR

5 Letters:
ADIEU
BRAIL
BREDE
CONEY

ELIOT
GO FAR
IDIOM
LEASE
LILAC

LIMIT
LORIS
MASAI
MODEM
MOTIF

PAIRS
POMES
RHEIN
RINSE
SHOES

TENSE
TRADE
TROLL
VIREO
YACHT

6 Letters:
AEDILE
ASHORE
BEFALL
CASTRO

CENTER
DELETE
DONATE
EARNER
ECLAIR
EDIBLE
EDITED
ETHNIC
HAD A GO
IMPORT
IREFUL
KIGALI
LEANED
LEAVED
LIEGES
LITERS
LULLED
NONAGE
RADIUS
REMIND
RETOLD
SIRENS
SPIDER
STEEDS
STYLET
TARTAN
TRIGON
WISHES

7 Letters:
AFFABLE
ASPERSE
BUTTONS
CALUMET
CAMPARI
CANASTA
CAROLER
CHEER UP
CHORALE
COSINES
COTERIE
DECORUM
DILEMMA
DISLIKE
ENTRAPS
ERELONG
ERODING
GEODESY
GROTTOS
INSIDER
KEYLESS
LEAFLET
MEDICAL
MERINOS
MINARET
OSTRICH
PARASOL
PERIDOT

PROMISE
ROLLERS
ROOMIER
RUPIAHS
SELLERS
SENATOR
SEVERAL
SMILEYS
SPEED UP
SPIRITS
TIDALLY
VINTNER
WAGTAIL
WASHTUB

8 Letters:
POTATOES
SHAMROCK
STREAMER
SYMBOLIC

9 Letters:
CONTINUUM
FACTORIES
FIERINESS
SUBTOTALS
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December 21  |   
Don’t Make Your Bed Day 
We get it, adulting is hard and it can be easy 
to feel bored about your daily routine. If 
you’ve been feeling overwhelmed or stressed 
this holiday season, today’s a good day to 
reprioritize and focus on your most important 
tasks. So, leave the bed unmade, throw on 
your comfiest office attire and play it cool 
this week. It’ll help recharge your batteries in 
preparation for the new year!DEC



Visit For Agents for this week’s solution.

National Card Playing Day – There are several different “hands” you can play in a traditional 
game of poker, each with a specific ranking that can beat, or be beaten by, another hand. Using 
“1” for the highest, unbeatable hand of cards and “10” for the lowest, number the sets below in 
the correctly ranked sequence.
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December 28  |   
National Card Playing Day  
Well, here we are. The year – and this 
calendar – are coming to a close. We hope 
you’ve had fun, were inspired to write new 
business with us and learned some interesting 
things. In these last days of 2020, invite 
friends and family over for game night! Get 
recommendations from your local toy and 
hobby shop clients, or pull out a deck of cards 
and play any of dozens of classic games. DEC



Introducing the 2020 Unsung Holidays Calendar
Other calendars take note of publicized holidays like Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas and 
New Year’s Day. Our calendar recognizes unsung holidays – the everyday celebrations that would 
have otherwise gone unnoticed. 

There’s a quirky holiday tied to every business day of the year, with special attention paid to one 
day each week. Along with these highlighted holidays, you’ll find some fun facts and trivia, games 
and activities, and hopefully, an interesting thought or two for the week ahead that pertains to 
the coverage solutions you can offer to your business and personal insurance customers. 

We hope you find a year’s worth of entertainment and inspiration on the pages of this calendar! 
And, don’t let your questions be “unsung.” Reach out to your Travelers representative today.
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